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ABSTRACT. The S-wave phaso-aliifta (^o) m the ola&tiu c-Ho Bcaitoi'iug have 
boon calculated by llulthon’s (1944) variational method taltmg into .accouui polarisation 
effects due to the virtual excitation, to 2iS state, but neglecting exchange. Tlio calculated 
phase-shift values compare favourably with those of Westin as quoted by Mott and Massey 
(1965).
I N T R O D U C T I O N
In  problems o f elastic scattering o f electrons by atoms, the inclusion of tho 
influence o f exchange and polarisation effects brings in additional complications. 
Both the effects, duo to exchange and polarisation, decrease, though differently, 
with increasing energy. The exchange issue arises out of the indistinguishability 
of the incoming and bound electrons and the polarisation effect is due to the dis­
tortion o f the atomic cloud by tho influence of the incoming electron.
The first theoretical attempt to investigate the c-Ho elastic scattering consi­
dering exchange effect has been made by Massey and Mohr (1931). They have 
concluded that the inclusion o f the exchange effect modifies appreciably tho phase- 
shift below 16 ev. McDougall (1932) has computed tho ^-wave phase-shifts 
of elastic scattering o f electron by helium atom neglecting exchange and polari­
sation effects. Using the simple Hylleraas wavefunction for the ground state of 
the helium atom, Morse and Allis (1933) have taken into account the exchange 
effect in their calculation o f tho same problem and have solved the resulting mte- 
gro-differential equation numerically. Eeoently LaBahn and Callaway (1964,1966) 
have carried out phase—shift computation on elastic e-Ho collision taking into ao 
count both the exchange possibility and the polarisation effect. Williamso 
and McDowell (1966) also have solved the same problem but with an opcn~s e 
wave function. The present authors (1966) have applied the variational method 
to the same problem. In  aU these attempts, polarisation effect has been oonsidere 
by properly modifying the atomic static potential part. This modi cation 
fests itself by  the presence o f extra polarisation terms in addition to the already 
existing static potential part.
H e re , how eve r, ioe teed  o f m o d ify in g  th e  e ta tic  
sa tion  e ffe o t, w e h ave -ta ke n  in to  account th e  d is to rtio n  o e ongm a gr
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wave function of the atom in the presence of the incoming electron, in analogy with 
our previous work (1965) on e-H scattering to ex;plain the resonance phenomena 
in the clastic electron scattering experiments of Schulz; (1964). We assume that 
the distortion of the initial 18 state is in the form of a superposition of higher 
excited states induced temporarily when the incident electron is near the atom 
but when the electron is far away, the atom comes back to its original IS-state. 
For simplicity of calculation we have considered the virtual excitation to the next 
higher possible state only with the same symmetry (i.o. state), a^  such the 
exchange effect has not been considered in our formulation. ''
T H E O R Y
The wave-function f  (r^ , r^ ) of the system of three electrons moving in
the field of a proton satisfies the wave equation r^ ) == 0
with / /  =  -  Vi
A
- — +  —  ^ +  i  in atomic units (i.e.
l^a
. Val _  Vl  _  2 _  ^
2 2 r, r,
e. =  m =  k — 1— »(,); here r^ , r^ , rg are the co-ordinates of the three electrons 
referred to the helium nucleus, rjg,/’23j m e the distances between the two of 
them, E  is the total energy of the system (in a.u.)
The total wave-function r^ , rg) is approximated as
»a) =  fz, »•.) (1)
with x(fi, r,) =  r^fie-v-n
and X satisfies the normalisation condition [fx*x^^i ^^2 =  2oi =  (i“
and A =  2^ (neglecting higher powers of j^ )
For convenience of calculation, we have taken A =  Z (i.e. 27/16), the effective 
charge. _
The trial function E{r^ is chosen in the form
■ p w = (
sin kr.. + ( „ + 6 e w O ( l - e . - . ) _ 2 ^ j
a and h arc adjustable variational parameters and k is the Wave-number of the 
incoming electron.
The trial wave function has the asymptotic form 
is finite at the origin. The /S-wave phase-shift is given by ^0 — tan"^ a.
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Calculation of 'Tj
The variational integral L  now stands as
L  =  »-2, rsKViHVaHVs®) r^ , r,)dri dr„ dr,
f ( t)
+  ( ( ;^  +  ^  +  r -  ~-® ) ’ 2’ ’■») v*"(»'i. 1^ , fiW , dr, dr,J 1^3 2^3 '
the trial wave function i/r is as given by the expression (1).
U sin g  t h e  e ig e n -v a lu e  e q u a t io n s
(Vi“+Va*+ ^  ^  r^ ) “  0
and ( Vi’^ +Va^H" ~  ~  ^' 2^ "la '
where and wavefunotioiis and eigen-energies of the atom in
the ground state (IS) and excited 2^8 state (singlet) respectivly, we get
- 2 L  -= f  ( l - j  e -l '’-> )j'(r ,)(v a *+ i+ 2^ !-2e i) ( l - ^ *  e - / ‘' ‘ jr(r,}dr,
+ / 1 ‘  j  v»*+ p + 2J l - 2e,je-l^'m r,)dr,
+4/?“ I *a  <**■»
—8/? f T\r,)dridr,dr,
J rn
_ 4  f 3^^ 8 _L F^ ra)drj dr^  dr^
J 1^8
To evaluate the above eipUoitly. properly orthogonal analytic (approximate).
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functions for the ground state and excited state have been used (Harriott, 1957), 
They are as follows :
r*) c -Z[r^+r2)
where G — 2^f*XAlS f  =  1.136, g =  .317 and h =  .464.
The variational method duo to Hulth6n starts from the \ integral 
L =  dr^  dr^ . The value of the phase-parameter a is obtained
from the following set of equations
Z(/?; 6, a) =  0 
dh
=  0 
=  0
It is to be noted that cubes and higher powers of y? in L have been neglected. 
The evaluation of L  is now straight forward, though extremely tedious, the 
numerous integrals occurring therein can finally be reduced to the following three 
types :
A x  = /(»■)’'
=  J (r)'' cos 21;r dr
(7t»x =  /  {rY sin 2kr dr 
0
In the low energy region wo first find the solutions of the quadratic equation 
L =  0 obtained by putting — 0. One of the splutions agrees with the results 
of McDougaU (1932). Now to find the required solution of the fourth degree 
equation at low energy we search for the root in the neighbourhood of the particular 
solution mentioned above; a root is obtained differing only slightly from the parti­
cular solution chosen of the quadratic equation. Once the root has been fi:3ced 
for a particular low energy, the phase-shifts for higher energies have been obtained 
by solving the fourth degree equation and using the continuity property of the 
phase-shift.
R K S t J L T R  \ N D  D i S O t J B S T O N S
function F[r,) for energies ranging from 13.6 ev to 166.6 er by using only 
the coupling of IS and the virtually excited 2*S state.
We have given a plot of %  against K  in the figure. Wo find that present 
values of agree favourably with the experimental values. Eeecntly Sehidz 
(1966) and Kuyatt e« al. (1965) have observed resonances in the elastic electron 
scattering by helium at energy 19.3± .l ev. Duo to the close coupling of 2'S 
and 2 S states, it is quite likely that resonance effect cannot be reproduced in this 
formalism, where we have neglected the contribution due to the exchange effect 
thus excluding the possibility of virtual excitation to the 2^ S state (cl' Mott and 
Massey, 1965).
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The S-wave phaso-ahift Vo fer elastic scattering of electron by helium atom plotted 
against K.
---------  derived from observed data by "Westin as quoted by Mott and Massey (1905);
I— P^resent Calculation.
H— Calculation from the Hartree field without allowance for exchange as quoted by 
Mott and Massey (1966).
It may be of interest to compare the present values of tJq with those of LaBahn 
and Callaway (1964), who took into account the polarisation effect by modifying 
the static atomic potential. At the energy 54.4 ev, ijq calculated by the present 
authors is 1.16 radians, whereas the corresponding value of LaBahn and Callaway 
(1964) is 1.36 radians whereas the experimental value is about 1.24 radians.
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